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ABSTRACT
It is of great significance to reduce carbon emissions from electric power generation for green
development. In addition to technical measures, two trading mechanisms are built to optimize China’s
electric power generation: generation rights trading, and carbon emission rights trading. However, as
the carbon emission rights trading are initiated, the issues of how to choose the right trading mechanism,
and determining the appropriate strategy under the corresponding trading mechanism continue to
confuse generation enterprises. In order to clarify these issues, the game theory was used to identify
the proper trading strategies for generation enterprises under the two highly similar trade mechanisms.
Results show that the two trading mechanisms are complementary to each other to some extent, and
the generation enterprises should choose a proper trade strategy according to the endowment of
generation prices, the technical abilities, the grid-loss price and the ratio of carbon-electricity conversion.
The equilibrium solutions of trading scales and prices for the two trading mechanisms are mostly
related to the endowments of generation prices. Generally, the buyers with higher endowments of
generation prices should choose the carbon emission rights trading, and the buyers with lower
endowments of generation prices can only benefit in generation rights trading. The bigger gaps
between the endowments of generation prices of buyers and sellers are, the more likely the trade can
be made and further result in a better environmental consequence. The conclusions provide suggestions
to the government that, the grid-loss pricing and the ratio of carbon-electricity conversion could be
used as key tools to regulate the market for both of the trade mechanisms.
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INTRODUCTION

Global climate warming is a hot topic. From the “Kyoto
Protocol” in 1997 to the 2016 Paris Agreement, and then to
the Katowice Global Climate Conference in Poland in De-
cember 2018, countries have finally reached a consensus to
take strong measures to reduce carbon emissions. In 2017,
the national strategy of implementing green development
with low carbon emissions was initiated by the Chinese
government. However, the issue of a large quantity of car-
bon emissions, especially the large quantity of carbon emit-
ted from power generation, is serious: According to a report
released by the Global Carbon Project (GCP) at the Katowice
Global Climate Conference, about 10.5 billion tons of car-
bon dioxide was emitted in 2018 by China, which ranked
first in the world, and accounted for 27% of the global car-
bon emissions. In addition, according to China’s National
Energy Administration, the carbon emitted by power gen-
eration was about 4.1 billion tons in 2018, which accounted
for 39% of China’s carbon emissions. Therefore, it is of great
significance to reduce carbon emissions from power gen-
eration in China.

In this context, the Chinese government began to re-
strict thermal power production, which led to a number of
thermal generation enterprises producing much less than
their designed capabilities. In this case, two trade mecha-
nisms have been developed to optimize the electric power
generation and to improve power generation efficiency:
power generation rights trading, and carbon emission rights
trading. Power generation rights trading was launched in
2007 (Zhang et al. 2014), while carbon emission rights trad-
ing was launched for the power generation industry in De-
cember 2017 (Du 2018).

The mechanisms of power generation and carbon emis-
sion rights trading are similar: Firstly, the commodities traded
in the two mechanisms are the generation capability, which
is the difference in the value between the initially endowed
generation (or carbon emission) plans and the restricted gen-
eration (or carbon emission) plans. Secondly, in the two
mechanisms, the generation (or carbon emission) plans are
only allowed to be traded from the less efficient generators
to the more efficient generators. Therefore, the two trade
mechanisms can contribute to optimize power generation
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and reduce carbon emissions from power generation in
China.

However, these two similar trade mechanisms have con-
fused generation enterprises in recent years: Clarity around
the issues of the choice of trade mechanism and proper trade
strategy, is needed. This study focuses on these issues and
provides strategy suggestions for power generation enter-
prises.

PAST STUDIES

Power generation rights trading is a unique trading type in
China. Since it was launched in 2007, a number of studies
have been undertaken by Chinese scholars: Shang (2009)
proposed that, in the evaluation of power generation rights
trading, the effect of carbon emission reduction should be
included. Zhang et al. (2014) and Hu et al. (2017) summa-
rized the achievements made by power generation rights
trading in improving power generation efficiency and re-
ducing carbon emitted by power generation. They found
the achievements are remarkable.

With the development of power generation rights trad-
ing, scholars have also been concerned about the different
detailed problems in the trade mechanism. For example,
Zhang et al. (2013) discussed the mechanism of transaction
prices, and the consequent cost changes. Zhou et al. (2017)
focused on the transaction settlement and proposed the de-
velopment of an information system to support the process
from transaction to settlement. Wang et al. (2014) used the
Aumann-Shapley method to study the problem of grid loss
in the settlement of power generation rights trading.

In 2015, carbon emission trading was piloted in China,
and some Chinese scholars studied the impact of carbon
emission trading on power generation rights trading. For
example, Huang et al. (2017) used game theory to analyse
the generation enterprises’ operation strategies under the
generation rights trade mechanism with carbon emission
constraints. Zhang et al. (2017) used the game theory to
discuss the impacts of carbon constraints and found that
generation prices are the key factors in the trade. Wei et al.
(2015) argued that power generation rights trading can con-
tribute to abating the imbalanced allocation of initial car-
bon emission rights. Moreover, in transaction strategy mak-
ing, the generation enterprises need to take their own costs
into account. Zhao et al. (2016) initially envisaged a com-
bined trade model for generation rights and carbon emis-
sion rights. They found that, by using the carbon tax as a
tool, transaction prices will tend to be reasonable.

Compared to China, the theory of carbon emission
trading was proposed and studied earlier by international
scholars, and these international studies mainly focus on

the aspects of initial carbon emission rights allocation, the
price mechanism and the economic benefit. For example,
Hammoudeh et al. (2014) found that the prices in carbon
emission trading are mostly affected by the prices of energy
commodities. Specifically, the impact of the electricity price
on the carbon price is positive, while the impact of the coal
price on the carbon price is negative. Further, Menezes et al.
(2015) found that coal prices would fall faster than carbon
prices over the short term, and the impacts of electricity
prices and coal prices on carbon prices are symmetrical.
From the perspective of price policy, the study made by Li
et al. (2014) showed that, for carbon abatement, a carbon
tax is needed in the short term, while rigid electricity prices
are also needed for the long term.

The economic benefits of carbon emissions trading are
also reflected in the impact on generation enterprises’ in-
vestments. According to the study made by Du et al. (2015),
as the cost of carbon reduction is part of an enterprise’s
operation cost, the minimum social cost of carbon reduc-
tion would be achieved as all the enterprises seek minimum
operation costs and maximum economic benefits. Some
scholars also found that the price of carbon emission trad-
ing can be used to adjust investment in clean energy power
generation for the purpose of stimulating investment into
the renewable energy (Gujba et al. 2012, Wu et al. 2013).

The studies above not only show how the mechanisms
of power generation and carbon emission rights trading are
implemented in China but also show that the two mecha-
nisms are effective in reducing carbon emitted by China’s
power generation. However, there are limited studies of the
appropriate choice of trade mechanism or the proper trade
strategy for generation enterprises. Based on the existing
studies, this study uses game theory to describe how gen-
eration enterprises bid under the two trade mechanisms. By
analysing the game equilibrium conditions under the two
trading mechanisms, trade strategy advice for generation
enterprises can be obtained.

METHODOLOGY

To some extent, the mechanisms of power generation and
carbon emission rights enable generation enterprises in dif-
ferent regions to decide the scale and prices of trading. By
using the information platforms for trades, buyers and the
sellers can find or provide their trade needs dynamically. It
can be assumed that the sellers provide their trade bids first,
in which the quantities of commodities and the correspond-
ing prices are included. Then the buyers search for the trade
bids, and they only take the bids which can maximize their
profits. If not, the buyers can also provide their trade needs
online, and the sellers will decide whether to adjust their
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initial bids to fit the buyers’ needs. The processes above are
allowed to be repeated within limited times, and in this
case, the sellers and buyers are negotiating though the trade
information platforms. Thus, strategy study in the two trade
mechanisms is transformed into study of the negotiation.

Game theory can be used to study negotiation problems
in trading. In the negotiation game, participants negotiate
for acceptable means to distribute profits. The game will
continue until the negotiation is complete, or the time limit
is reached. In the process, the participants are aware of the
necessary information for the trades. Therefore, the negotia-
tion game in the two trade mechanisms can be treated as a
finite game with perfect information (Rowe 1985).

Hypothetically, A is the set of sellers, B is the set of
buyers, and the deal is made by kA  and jB  ( k  and j  are
natural numbers indicating the serial number of the two
sets). Before the trades, it is already acknowledged that the
generation prices of kA  and jB  are akP  and  bjP , respectively.
The commodity quantity of kA  is Xak. If kA  chooses the
mechanism of generation rights trading, it will publish the
bid as Xak and Pck, in which Pck indicates the bid price. If Ak
chooses carbon emission rights trading, the commodity
quantity should be transferred as Tak, and the bid published
on the second information platform will be Tak and Pek, in
which Pek indicates the bid price.

The relationship between Tak and Xak is given by Equa-
tion (1):

     ak k akT X          ...(1)

Where, 
k
 indicates the “carbon-electricity” conversion

coefficient, and is related to the generator capacity of kA .

As there are some differences in the settlements of the
two trade mechanisms, the different benefit functions will
directly affect game strategies. According to the practices
in China, the benefit functions are shown in Table 1.

In Table 1, akU1  and bjU1  indicate the benefits kA  and

jB  can receive from the generation rights trade, and akU2
and bjU2  indicate the benefits kA  and jB  can receive from
the carbon emission rights trade. N

1kj
 and N

2kj
 indicate the

marginal cost of B
j
 if the deal was made. R

kj
 indicates the

grid loss fee paid to the grid company, and r indicates the
price of grid loss. In addition,  bjX  ( akjbj TX  ) indicates
the actual generation quantity of B

j
 and P

f
  indicates the

price of the remaining carbon emission rights to be sold in
the future. Usually, r and 

k
 will be set by the government as

published information before trading.

According to some studies, the marginal cost of B
j
 can

be described as

 2
1 akxjakxjxjkj XhXqeN  ...(2)

Where, e
xj
, q

xj
 and h

xj
 are the generator’s technical indi-

cators. As the marginal cost should not be negative, based
on the extremum theory, the necessary conditions below
should be fulfilled:
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The grid company does not participate in the trade ne-
gotiations, and whether a deal can be reached depends on
the expectations of buyers’ and sellers’ benefits. The fol-
lowing three assumptions are also required:

Assumption 1: It is necessary for a deal to be made such that
the buyer and seller can both benefit from one of the trade
mechanisms. This means that  01 akU  while  01 bjU , or
 02 akU while  02 bjU .

Assumption 2: If U
1ak

 < or U
1bj

 < 0, the generation rights
trade will not be made, and similarly, if U

2ak
 < or U

2bj
 < 0, the

carbon emission rights trade will not be made.

Assumption 3: If it is expected that U
1ak

 > U
2ak

, A
k
 will only

Table 1: The benefit functions under the two trading mechanisms.
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Power generation rights trading Carbon emission rights trading
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choose the mechanism of generation rights trading, and B
j

can only find the bid of A
k
 on the generation rights trading

platform. If it is expected that U
1ak

 < U
2ak

, then A
k
 will only

choose the mechanism of carbon emission rights trading,
and B

j
 can only find the bid of A

k
 on the carbon emission

rights trading platform. If it is expected that U
1ak

 = U
2ak

, the
strategy to choose the trade mechanism is only dependent
on the preference of A

k
.

EQUILIBRIUM SOLUTIONS AND STRATEGY
ANALYSIS

Based on the negotiation models built in Section 3, the
trade strategies can be obtained by seeking the equilibrium
solutions. The model solving method is backward induc-
tion.

Equilibrium Solution for Generation Rights Trade
Mechanism

If the buyers and sellers do not cooperate: According to
Equations (2) and (3), under the power generation trading
mechanism, the income function of B

j
 can be expressed as

Equation (4):

 2
1 ( ) ( )bj ak ck ak xj xj ak xj akU P P r X e q X h X              ...(4)

The derivation of equilibrium solutions follows from

the extreme condition, 
 

1 0bj

ak

U
X




 , so that it can be found

that:

 xjakxjakck hXrqPP  2                      ...(5)

Equation (5) provides the guidance of the proper bid for
B

j
 in the generation rights trade, and A

k
 will publish its bid

as Equation (5), as X
ak

 is already acknowledged by A
k
.

If the ideal bid of X
ak

 and P
ck

 is taken by B
j
, the benefit to

B
j
 is given by Equation (6):

 
xjakxjbj eXhU  2

1         ...(6)

As  0ckP  and  01 bjU , it can be known that:
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         ...(7)

Equation (7) provides the guidance to A
k
 of the proper

commodity quantity for a single bid. According to the as-

sumptions in Equation (3) ( 
xjxjxj ehq  42 ), the proper P

ck

in the bid should be:

 rPP akck 0 ...(8)

In Equation (8), it is necessary that  rPak  .

In summary, in the generation rights trade mechanism, if
the buyers and sellers do not cooperate, and if Equations
(5), (7) and (8) hold simultaneously, the negotiation can be
made, and both the buyers and sellers can obtain the maxi-
mum benefits.

In addition, for rational strategy making, according to
Equations (5), (7) and (8), the benefits of  kA are given by

 1 2ak ck ak ak xj ak xj akU P X P q r X h X        （ ）         ...(9)

In addition, if   )max( 1akU can be obtained when 
 01 



ak

ak

X
U

,

then the equilibrium solutions for the bid are

 * *,
4 2

P q r P q rxj xjak akX Pak ckhxj

   
 

             ...(10)

If the buyers and sellers cooperate: The cooperation
relationship means that the buyers and sellers will not bar-
gain for the trade price and scale, but the basis of the coop-
eration lies in the conditions for the maximum total return
of both parties. The total benefit is given by Equation (11):

 2
1 1 ( ) ( )ak bj ak ak xj xj ak xj akU U P r X e q X h X          ...(11)

The equilibrium solution of Equation (11) can be ob-

tained when 
 

0
)( 11 
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UU
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ak h
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2       ...(12)

Equation (12) shows that in order to maximize the ben-
efits of buyers and sellers, the transaction scale needs to
match the technical parameters of the buyers.

Equilibrium Solution for Carbon Emission Rights Trade
Mechanism

If the buyers and sellers do not cooperate: According to
Equation (2), the benefit of B

j
 in the carbon emission rights

trade mechanism is given by

 
)( 2

2

2
j
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xj

j
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xjxjakek

j

ak
bjbj

ThTqeTPTPU

               ...(13)

The equilibrium solution for Equation (13) is obtained

when 
 

02 



ak

bj

T
U

, and the solution is given by

 
2

2

j

akxj

j

xj

j

bj
ek

ThqP
P




                   ...(14)

It can be foreseen that A
k
 will publish its bid according
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to Equation (15), as T
ak

 is already acknowledged by A
k
. Then,

the benefit of B
j
 can be described as in Equation (15), ac-

cording to Equations (13) and (14):

 
xj

j

akxj
bj e

Th
U 


 2

2

2                    ...(15)

As it is necessary that  0ekP  and  02 bjU , it can be found
that
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              ...(16)

According to Equations (14) and (16), it can be found
that

 

j

bj
ek

P
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0               ...(17)

According to the solutions obtained in Equations (16)
and (17), the benefits of A

k
 can be described as

 2

2 2

2bj xj xj ak
ak ek ak ek ak k ak ak

j j j

P q h T
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      ...(18)

As it is necessary for the  )max( 2akU  that 
 02 
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, the

equilibrium solutions are
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              ...(19)

If the buyers and sellers cooperate: The cooperation
relationship means that the buyers and sellers will not bar-
gain for the trade price and scale, but the basis of the coop-
eration lies in the conditions for the maximum total return
of both parties. The total benefit is given by Equation (20):

 2

2 2 2( )ak ak
ak bj bj bj xj xj xj

j j

T TU U P X e q h
 

              ...(20)

The equilibrium solution is obtained when
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)( 22 
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2       ...(21)

Equation (21) shows that in order to maximize the ben-
efits of both buyers and sellers, the transaction scale needs

to match the technical parameters of the buyers.

Strategy analysis

According to the assumptions set in Section 3, and the equi-
librium solutions obtained above, the issues of which trade
mechanism should be chosen, and how to publish (or take)
the bid in the corresponding trade mechanism are as follow-
ing:

Firstly, if one of the Equations (5), (7), and (8) is not true,
then B

j
 will not choose the generation rights trade. Further,

A
k 
will also not choose the generation rights trade. The bid

strategy for the carbon emission rights trade is as shown in
Equations (14), (16), (17) and (19).

Secondly, if one of the Equations (14), (16), and (17) is
not true, then B

j
 will not choose the carbon emission rights

trade, Further, A
k
 will also not choose the carbon emission

rights trade. The bid strategy for the generation rights trade
is as shown in Equations (5), (7), (8) and (10).

Thirdly, if equations (5), (7), (8), (14), (16), and (17) are
all true, the buyers and sellers are facing the issue of trade
mechanism selection.

A
k 
will first chooses the trade mechanism by comparing

benefit expectations, according to Equations (9) and (18),
which is a comparison of the equilibrium conditions. It can
be found that if  bjak PrP  , both A

k
 and B

j
 will choose the

generation rights trade. If  bjak PrP  , both A
k
 and B

j
 will

choose the carbon emission rights trade. If  bjak PrP  , the
strategy of trade mechanism selection is dependent on the
buyer’s or the seller’s preference. When the trade mecha-
nism is chosen, the trade strategy for the corresponding trade
mechanism can be known from Equations (5), (7), (8) and
(10), or Equations (14), (16), (17) and (19).

CONCLUSIONS

This study uses game theory to explore the issues of how to
select the proper trade mechanism, and the choice of proper
trade strategy in the corresponding trade mechanism. Ac-
cording to the equilibrium solutions and strategy analysis
obtained in this study, power generation enterprises should
choose the proper trade strategy according to the endow-
ments of generation prices, the technical abilities, the grid-
loss price and the ratio of carbon-electricity conversion.
Moreover, grid-loss pricing and the ratio of carbon-electric-
ity conversion could be used as the key tools to regulate the
market for both of the trade mechanisms.
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